MEANWHILE IN THE
AFTERLIFE...
‘Repossessed’ is a darkly funny
story about one girl's efforts to
find a place to call home, but
house hunting is a deadly serious
business.

DETAILS
Genre:

It’s a matter of (after)life and death...

Format:
Duration:
Language:
Completion:
Contact:

Fantasy
Dark Comedy
Digital
9 mins 46 seconds
English
January 2017
Repossesedshortfilm@gmail.com
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ABOUT

We always knew that making a short film which relied of the
success of its visual effects was going to be technically
demanding as well as ambitious. However, as neither the
director nor the writer are willing to back down from a
challenge, what started as a one page script grew, along with
our enthusiasm, into the much bigger project you see here.
Somewhere between the script’s development and the
numerous conversations that started with “I know this might
be crazy but…” we gained a diverse and endlessly supportive
cast and crew. Some of them were old friends, others new
ones, but ‘Repossessed’ has been lucky to be touched by them
all.
Immense support from Kickstarter, our benefactors, including
Hiive who named us the project of the month, helped us
successfully raise the budget we needed. What followed was
a rollercoaster of production design, green screen tests, and
most importantly of all, post production. And so, after
months (and months) of work we can finally bring you the
short film, ‘Repossessed’.

www.facebook.com/filmrepossessed

@RepossessedFilm

www.instagram.com/repossessedfilm
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
Newly dead, Anjelica is trapped in limbo, waiting her turn to visit a place to call home and therefore to
haunt. Sensing her powers, Dora, from The Afterlife Relocation Services, sees in Anjelica the perfect
fit for an attic she’s been trying to fill for eternity. But, what our protagonist doesn’t know is that the
attic is guarded by Dora’s archnemesis: an experimented ghost hunter called Bob.
With this premise established, Repossessed follows Anjelica discovering her inner powers as a
poltergeist, powers that she knows very little about and turn out to be deadly devastating. The
original concept for Repossessed was to make a film about a woman overcoming her self-boundaries to
allow her true self to emerge. Sticking to my penchant for surrealism, I elaborated by diving the
characters in a world that still holds all its mysteries to us: the afterlife. With its limitless
possibilities, the afterlife offers a creative universe where the rules of the world as we understand it
can be altered in order to tell stories.
With its dark comedy overtones, the story focuses on our defaults as humans to restrict our capacity to
achieve our goals. Some of us will capitulate when facing a situation that seems impassable, some of us
will use others to reach their objectives, some will blindly follow orders without questioning. These
situations are among many outlined in Repossessed.
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KELBY KEENAN
ANJELICA

Kelby is a British actress best known for her work
on Ripper (2016), Fragments of May (2015) and Mad
to Be Normal (2017).
Having trained in both London and LA, in both
acting and dance, she has recently launched her
own production company, Paracosm, in which she
writes, produces and directs.

@kelbykeenan
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GILLY DANIELS
DORA

Gilly is a British actress and model
whose work spans theatre, film,
television and commercials.
As well as acting she has also directed a
number of theatre projects both in the
UK and Canada.

JEAN-LOUIS DANVOYE
BOB

Jean-Louis is an internationally renown Belgian comedian and
mime. Studying physical theater under two Parisian masters of
mime: Pinok and Matho, Jean-Louis Danvoye began a professional
acting career that has resulted in thousands of performances
worldwide and a number of awards.
‘Repossessed’ is the second film collaboration between father
and son, Jean-Louis and John Danvoye. They previously worked
together on the short film ‘Overexposed’ which is available to
watch YouTube...
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JOHN DANVOYE
DIRECTOR

Born in Brussels and initially a journalist, John started his
filmmaking career in London in 2011. His graduation
film, ‘Interference’, won 6 awards out of 15 official selections
in international film festivals around the world. Additionally,
his work has been screened at the BFI, on national Belgian
television and in the Short Film Corner in Cannes.
After a couple of years as Post Production Coordinator at the
London Film Academy, John had the chance to gain experience,
challenge myself and grow creatively as a director. With my
latest short film ‘Repossessed’ coming out in 2017, I also have
been working for a second season on The Voice in Belgium.
With many projects in mind, I am now moving towards feature
film production. Currently, I am developing two
feature-length projects to bring on the big screen two books
from Belgium’s finest writers: Henry Bauchau’s Le Boulevard
Périphérique and Bernard Tirtiaux’s Le Passeur de Lumière.

www.johndanvoye.com
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C.K. McKENZIE
WRITER
C.K. McKenzie is a British writer, producer and filmmaker with a varied
career that has crisscrossed the creative industries. A graduate of both
London Film Academy and Cambridge University she splits her time between
the UK & USA. Many of her projects have travelled through the
international festival circuit from Europe to America and beyond, accruing
various nominations and awards along the way.
Creatively she draws on an eclectic spring of inspiration. Her work walks
on the darker side of life, exploring the infinite variety of ways the written
word can be woven together with film, dance, music, fashion, design,
technology and photography. A collection of her non-fiction work and
editorials can be found online. She is also actively involved in film
education.
Most recently C.K. has indulged her need for variety and developed a range
of projects including a novel, a stage play, TV pilots and a clutch of
feature scripts. While she’s collaborating with directors and producers,
she is also intending to get back behind the camera and complete her first
feature film as a writer-director.

www.ckmckenzie.one
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CRISTIAN PARTON
PRODUCER

www.partonproductions.co.uk

Since graduating from The Arts Educational Schools London in 2010, Christian soon turned his hand to
production. His first short film ‘Unforgivable’, starring Emily Atack (The Inbetweeners, Dad’s Army), was
picked up and distributed worldwide by Shorts International and is currently available to buy on iTunes in
50+ countries.
Christian Produced his second short film ‘Man’s Best Friend’ in 2015, starring Nigel Planer (The Young
ones) written and directed by Rob Sprackling (Gnomeo & Juliet). After being premiered at the Empire Cinema,
Leicester Square, the film has now begun its festival run. Short film ‘Repossessed‘ is currently in Post
Production. He is Producing Feature film ‘Rise Of The Appliances’ written & directed by Rob Spracking.
He is in development to produce Feature Film ‘Love Sick’ and is attached to Direct & Produce the next
episode of the online interactive series ‘TryLife’ to over 5.7million fans on Facebook.
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CLAUDIO NAPOLI
Director of Photography

SIMON MODERY
EDITOR & VISUAL EFFECTS
Simon is a London-based freelance film editor. Originally from Germany,
he studied Media Design (MA) and Filmmaking (Diploma) in Heidelberg and
London. Simon started out in the industry as a news and magazine editor
for R.TV in Germany. Having become one of the most in demand editors at
the station, he went on to edit a high profile report about German soldiers
in the Kosovo conflict, winner of the LFK Media Award in 2007.

Born and raised in Bari, south
east of Italy, Claudio moved to
Rome in order to pursue his
passion for imagery.
He started to take still photos, developing a strong interest in cinema
and moving images, so he decided to study cinema and arts for four years,
while also taking every spare moment to travel and pursue his other
passions of architecture, urban landscapes and time-lapse video.

In 2008, Simon Modery founded the production company Motherlode Ltd.
The company produced branded content and advertising for clients like
Barclays, Musto and Anthemis Group before moving on to feature length
productions. Apart from his freelance work as editor, Simon also works in
the field of film education.

It was through all these passions that he was able to combine his
interest for composition, shapes and colour with the art of
photography. Experimenting, researching, and travelling continued
until he arrived in London, where he is now based. It was in the uk that
he found the many interesting people who have contributed to
cinematography career; fully enjoying the experience of using lights and
cameras as language to portray stories. His experience has expanded to
filming many different projects, working in foreign countries, and
embracing and working with every format including 3D filmmaking.

www.simonmodery.com

http://www.claudionapoli.it

After moving to London he worked as assistant editor on The Tournament.
The 2009 action film – starring Robert Carlyle and Ving Rhames – remains
to this day one of the biggest action films ever produced in the UK.
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LILI LEA ABRAHAM
PRODUCTION DESIGN
Lili Lea Abraham originally from Hungary moved to London age of 17
following her ambition to become a filmmaker. First gaining interest in
films while studying film theory in high school , in the first year
studying practical film at University of the Arts, London she
discovered her passion for production design and her strong ability
for visual storytelling.
During the three years she designed 4 award winning short films and
represented Hungary in the 27th Times Cinema program at the
69th Venice Film Festival.
Since her graduation in 2014 she worked in the art and set decoration department of feature films, TV series
and commercials including Steven Spielberg’s Ready Player One, Warner Brother’s Jungle Book, ITV’s The
Halcyon and Working Title Produced Entebbe. While working under the most acclaimed film professionals
in the industry she continues to work as a production designer on independent film productions. In 2015 Lili
became a Warner Brother Creative Talent Scholar and since 2016 a member of BAFTA Crew.
Her choice of projects to design always reflects her aim to create and be part of a new generation of film
makers who respect film as an art form and have strong sense of quality and uniqueness in the era of mess film
production.
In 2016 she designed her first feature film Shapes which is due to release in June 2017.

www.lililea.carbonmade.com
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PAOLA CANTACHIN
MUSIC COMPOSER
Paola Cantachin is a London-based film, TV and media composer.
She was born in Verona (Italy) where she began her musical career as a
pianist, then quickly becoming an accomplished and versatile
multi-instrumentalist (electric bass, guitar, synthesizers, vocals). She
got involved in many different line-ups, covering a wide spectrum of
musical genres and playing on nationwide important stages such as
Porretta Soul Festival (Otis Redding, Wilson Pickett, Solomon Burke
just to name a few) and M.E.I. (Independent Labels Meeting).
In 2012 she decided to move to London where she discovered her passion
for composing music for moving image. This brought her to focus her
studies on producing and composing music to an high standard, achieving
in 2016 a First-class Honours Degree in Music Production at BIMM
London.
She has recently composed music for “Repossessed”, a black comedy by
John Danvoye, and “Cain”, a short film directed by Victor Almeida.
Paola is also involved in side projects as sound recordist/sound designer,
which gave her a great insight about all the stages of the filmmaking
process, and as music producer: one of her track is featured on “Say Yes:
Volume II” compilation, curated by Capital XTRA presenter Coco Cole.
www.paolacantachin.com
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During the filming of ‘Repossessed’ we were lucky enough to work with the
awesome Wild Shelter, shooting the official music video for ‘Memories‘
taken from their debut EP ‘All is Bright’

Wild Shelter are two brothers, Alexandre and Adrien Waeyenbergh, from
Brussels mixing dream pop, electronica and indie rock.
"ALL IS BRIGHT" the debut EP from wild shelter is now available for
FREE download on bandcamp
https://wildshelter.bandcamp.com/releases

Find out more at http://www.wild-shelter.com
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CREDITS

Directed by

John Danvoye

Written by

C.K. McKenzie

Starring

Kelby Keenan
Gilly Daniels
Jean-Louis Danvoye

Produced by

Christian Parton

Director of Photography

Claudio Napoli

Production Design by

Lili Lea Abraham

Edited by

Simon Modery

Co-Producers

Joshua Carter
Alessio Bergamo
& Tommy Rowson

Executive Producers

Renata Nascimento
Leslie Cable
John Danvoye
& C.K. McKenzie

Visual Effects by

Simon Modery

Music Composed by

Paola Cantachin

Costumes by

Camille Karma-Style

Post-Production Producer
Production Assistant
1st Assistant Director
Camera Operator
1st Camera Assistant
2nd Camera Assistant
Camera B Operator
Grip
Digital Imaging Technician
Runner
Art Department

C.K. McKenzie
Graciela Romero
Joshua Carter
Claudio Napoli
Giovanni Campagnoni
Olly Barilla
Abi Patrick
Alastair Train
Tommy Rowson
Jamie Grant
Claire Anderton
Claire Hill
Art Department Assistant
Marina Giuseppone
Make-Up Assistant & Hair Stylist Rebecca Hadfield
Costume Assistant
Lea Morfin
Gaffer
Marta Ferreira
Spark
Kacper Slonina
Making of & Stills
Evelyn Xing
Sound Recordist
Emanuelle Gabbi
Campaign Music composed by
Barbara De Biasi
Radio Song Performed by
Wild Shelter
Colorist
Simon Modery
Second Unit
Director of Photography
1st Camera Assistant

Giovanni Campagnoni
Olly Barilla
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THANKS TO...
Aaron Lacourtte
Gavin Hill
Graham Kirby
David Pope
Mervyn Gerrard
Hong Manley

Daisy Gili
Anna Macdonald
Simon Flynn
Matthew Wake
Marina Ferreira
Margarida Correia

Emily Dewhurst
Samantha Hazelhurst
Lincoln Ascott
& Stephen Chandler

Shot on location at London Film Academy

In Memory of
John Ward
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Special Thanks to all our Backers
Igor
Tom
Brittany Kelly
Francesco Vaira
Natalie Walker
Alex Mead
Yury Sharov
Eleanna Santorinaiou
Arnaud De Temmerman
Gigot
Pia Jackson
Sarah Ludecke
Tanguy De Hasque
Vincent Rousseau
Olly Barilla
Kerem Tirmandi
Catherine Dela Loye
Arnaud
Antonella Cardella
Ilaria
Eben Skilleter
Graham Brown
Alison Vanderplanke
Kaye Longworth
Lindsey Davies
Alison Hogge
Alexandre Biebuyck
Pascal Lampole
Sabrina Salome

Julie Fiora
Celine Urbain
Pierre Herfurth
Maurizio Crisci
Eraldo Quaranta
Claudio
Renata Nascimento
Graziano Altieri
Leonardo
DJ Monolit
Eline Faoro
Karim Sharafi
Andrea De Vito
Andreea Albastroiu
Loredana Polito
James Henry
Renac
Gilles Sinnaeve
Christophe Seghers
Lucien Waeyenbergh
Barbara Lindley
Benoit Otaku
Susan & Robert Carter
Vermeulen
Claudia
Mamy Waeyenbergh
John
Sophie

Chloe Seytre
Gros Ben
Genevieve Waeyenbergh
Alain Waeyenbergh
Cedric Deville
Sweetdoh!
Alison
Martin Stryckman
Les Bursens
Michael Cable
Frederic Gemmeke
Gaetano Volpe
Meghna Sethy
Antoine Sepulchre
Melody Schroeder
Max Kaplan
Gregory Renier
Bernard Lambert
Robin Boereboom
Valentina Gordeeva
Kiane Kamran
Danny Stack
Sanya Sagar
Sam Carter
147 Feet
Alexander Golovanov
Ireen Magg
Magali Toussant

Gabriel Calderwood
Marthe Grimonperez
Anna Davies
Emma Palmer
Florian Leonard
Thibaud Geerinckx
Damien Van Puyvelde
Valerie Colle
Sophie Gipmans
Federica Arevalo G.
Christophe Jungo
Marie-Ben Van Bavel
Simon Flynn
Carole Puil
Patricia Massinon
Matthew Wake
Ross Aitken
Alex Chaney
Ali Roumani
Crouble Standaert
Rebecca Hill
Emily Dewhurst
Louise Salter
Steve Hochberger
Jon Campling
Louis Borsu
Jason Kokkinakis
Daniel Reimer
Walter Martyn Cabell
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GALLERY
For all enquiries please contact us at repossessedshortfilm@gmail.com

When using any of these photos please credit ©Repossessed2017

Website:

https://repossessedfilm.wordpress.com

Facebook: www.facebook.com/filmrepossessed
Twitter:

@RepossessedFilm

Instagram: www.instagram.com/repossessedfilm

Image 1: Official
Repossessed poster
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Image 2: Kelby Keenan as ‘Anjelica’ and
Gilly Daniels as ‘Dora’

Image 3: Jean-Louis Danvoye as ‘Bob’
Bob’s control room

Image 4: Gilly Daniels as ‘Dora’
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Image 5:
Close Up of Kelby Keenan
as ‘Anjelica’

Image 6:
Jean-Louis Danvoye as
‘Bob’
‘The ghost collection’
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Image 7:
Director John Danvoye and
Kelby Keenan on set

Image 8:
Gilly Daniels as ‘Dora’
Make-up & Costume test

Image 9:
Kelby Keenan flying across
the green screen
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KEY INFORMATION

© RepossessedFilm
This ebook/press kit was written and compiled by C.K. McKenzie on
behalf of the short film ‘Repossessed’. Should you have any
questions regarding content or usage of content please contact
repossessedshortfilm@gmail.com
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